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The work that we have done through the WWF funded
‘Partners in Change’ project at London South Bank University
and Goldsmiths College began in 2000 and still continues. It
has embraced primary and secondary, and both undergraduate
and postgraduate programmes across the two institutions. I
shall try to give a flavour of the work and then concentrate on
the development and tracking of the values and dispositions of
trainee teachers in relation to Sustainable Development
Education (SDE).

The original aims for the project were: 

i. The identification of a working framework of knowledge,
understandings, skills and attitudes for SDE within Initial
Teacher training (ITT) 

ii. The development of a learning entitlement for students in
relation to the framework. 

iii. The development of case studies across subjects and
professional/educational studies 

When we began the project in 2000 we were aware that there
was already much ‘good practice’ in developing SDE within
ITT. A number of ITT providers and school partners across
the country had developed successful ways of embedding
SDE within their courses. We ourselves had been engaged in
previous projects around development education and
environmental education within ITT (Inman and Champain
1997, Inman and Wade 1998). We were aware also that NGOs
had developed some excellent guidelines in relation to the
knowledge, skills and values required of new teachers in
relation to SDE. We were conscious of the need to build on
that work rather than try to ‘reinvent the wheel’. Thus in
developing a framework for SDE we used the existing work as
a starting point. We tried to both identify common threads
across initiatives and areas of knowledge, understanding, skills
and values that seemed to be either missing or given less
emphasis than we would want in an ITT framework. 

As we undertook this task we became convinced that whilst
knowledge and skills are fundamental to good practice in
SDE, it is the values and dispositions of trainee teachers that
are most powerful ingredients in their sustained ability to
promote SDE in the classroom. We came to this view for a
number of reasons:

• Experience of working with ITT students over a number
of years had convinced us that it was the values held by
students both before and during training that were often
the deciding factor in how they worked with pupils in and
out of the classroom. Thus we all had ‘anecdotal’

evidence of the centrality of students’ values to
developing and sustaining ‘good practice’. In addition
evidence on effective teaching gives prominence to the
importance of teachers’ values in developing and
sustaining good practice (Hay Mc Ber 2000).

• Some of the group had been involved in other research
and development projects in which teachers’ values had
become a central theme. For example, some of us had
been engaged in research around school councils and
school democracy where the values held by senior
managers and teachers had emerged as a critical factor in
developing and sustaining a participatory school (Inman
and Burke 2002).

Thus the values and dispositions required of trainee teachers
to promote SDE became a central focus of our work. 

A working framework of knowledge,
understandings, skills and values/dispositions
for SDE within ITT
We deliberately chose to devise a framework that does not
comprise a long list of what is expected of trainee teachers.
Rather we tried to identify competencies and qualities that we
believe are essential to SDE and can be promoted through the
ITT curriculum without huge additional burdens being placed
on students and tutors. 

Knowledge and understanding
SDE involves huge and complex areas of knowledge and
understanding. This is often daunting for new teachers and
ITT tutors. In our experience it is the fear of not knowing
enough that sometimes prevents teachers from engaging with
SDE in the ITT and school classroom. We therefore had to
take a decision as to what level of knowledge is needed of
new teachers if they are to be able to promote SDE with
young people. We eventually decided to focus on the key
concepts of SDE and use these as the organising tools to
unpack areas of knowledge. Thus the knowledge and
understanding is organised through two central concepts in
relation to a sustainable future, these are social justice and
equity. These two central concepts are then broken down into
what we describe as the key concepts from which we derive
areas of knowledge and understanding: sustainability,
diversity, globalisation, interdependence, power, poverty,
peace, rights and responsibilities, and conflict.

Skills
In our discussion of the skills teachers need to promote SDE
we were conscious that many of the skills we were listing are
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also the skills required of effective teaching on a more generic
level. In the end we decided to list those of the generic skills
that are critical to the promotion of good practice within SDE.
These include:

• Listening to others and valuing their contributions
• Collaboration
• Empathy (empathy is also a value)
• Handling and resolving conflict
• Making informed decisions
• Building pupils self esteem
• Sustaining effective discussion and argument
• Ability to critically analyse
• Ability to detect and challenge bias and stereotyping
• Risk taking
• Leading through ‘distributed’ or democratic leadership

Values/dispositions
If new teachers are to be able to promote and sustain SDE in
the classroom then they will need to be committed to certain
values/ dispositions. We are clear that ITT has an important
role in developing these values in students. However, we are
also clear that students on entry to ITT should be able to
demonstrate a disposition towards holding such values even
though they may not yet be able to always realise them in a
practical setting. These values include:

• Valuing the physical environment
• Valuing and celebrating diversity
• Commitment to justice and equality
• Empathy with others
• Respect and caring for ourselves and others, including

future generations
• Openness and commitment to individual and collective

change
• Commitment to lifelong learning
• Commitment to a lifestyle consistent with sustainable

development

The case studies 
The case studies are all descriptions of work in progress rather
than blueprints for how to embed SDE within ITT. Thus they
do not provide definitive answers to how we might move
forward but, rather, attempt to engage others involved in ITT
in both the possibilities and the complexities of working in
this way. All the case studies are explicitly located within the
framework of knowledge, skills, values and dispositions
outlined earlier in this article. To date the case studies have
comprised:

Curriculum projects – these are projects concerned to
develop a more sustained and explicit focus on SDE within
subject teaching. They include Design and Technology,
Geography, and ICT.

Curriculum/course development – these are innovations at
unit or course level where we have developed new provision in
which SDE is central. At London South Bank they include a
new core unit focusing on Equality, Inclusion and Citizenship

(EIC), and the development of placements in non- school
settings (Alternative Educational Settings) where students can
develop their values, skills and knowledge. NGOs have been
used as placements for the students. 

Embedding SDE in the selection procedures – projects have
focused on ways of strengthening our explicit commitment to
SDE in what we say about ourselves to prospective students
and what values we are looking for in our students at the
interview stage. The work on PGCE Drama at Goldsmiths
University is a particularly interesting example of how we can
develop selection techniques that may help us tease out the
values and dispositions that students bring with them into
training. Figure 1 shows the brief that candidates were given at
interview for the course.

Tracking projects – we have developed a number of projects
that track the development of students’ values, skills and
knowledge both during the course of their training and during
their early years of teaching. These include the tracking of
Design and Technology and Drama students and students
undertaking the Equality, Inclusion and Citizenship unit. The
tracking process has included baseline audits, student
questionnaires, student interviews and the use of process
diaries where students reflect on their learning.

School based projects – we have worked with partner schools
to develop specific work on SDE, often led by Advanced
Skills Teachers. To date these projects have focused on Drama
and Design and Technology.

Details of the case studies can be seen in Griffin it al (2002)
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Figure 1: Selecting students for the PGCE
Drama course from Deidre Griffin ‘What
Kinds of Teachers do we need for
Sustainable Development Education?’

PRACTICAL GROUP EXERCISE USING ‘IMAGE THEATRE’
TECHNIQUES:

We educate to bring about CHANGE:

• changes in UNDERSTANDING

• changes in ATTITTUDES and VALUES

• to bring about changes in the world in which we live and
operate.

1. What particular changes would you like to see in terms of the
future world?

2. Using all members of your group, create a physical image /
depiction of a ‘problem’ which you perceive in the world
today.

3. Create an image of your positive vision of the future i.e. your
resolution of this problem.

4. Now create a transition between the two images.

5. What part would EDUCATION play in bringing about this
kind of change or transformation?

6. Could DRAMA have a role in this?

Presentation and deconstruction of images, followed by discussion.



The importance of values
I argued earlier that, in our experience, it is the values and
dispositions of teachers that make a difference. What all the
case studies have in common is a focus on the values and
dispositions required of beginning teachers in relation to SDE.
The projects range from the selection processes we use, the
provision we make for the further development of these values
in training through to the tracking of this development whilst
in training and as a beginner teacher. At London South Bank
this emphasis on values has been strengthened by parallel and
interrelated work that we have done around diversity and
equality within the Education Department. The development
of a revised departmental policy for diversity and equality has
enabled us to be more public and explicit about our own
values and the values we wish to promote in student teachers.
This has undoubtedly given support to the work we do on
SDE.

We have refined our selection procedures so as to more
accurately reflect our commitment to diversity and equality.
Successful applicants are required to demonstrate, amongst
other things:

• Appreciation of diversity and how equality is promoted
through education 

• An awareness of current issues in education 

• The ability to critically reflect 

The core unit ‘Equality, Inclusion and Citizenship’ has further
strengthened the focus on values. The unit is taken by all ITT
students and explicitly reflects and promotes the Departmental
policy on Diversity and Equality. The unit is underpinned by a
series of central questions (Figure 2).

The questions reflect our commitment to Diversity and
Equality and contain very specific references to ESD. One of
the tracking projects we are involved in at present is looking at
the impact of this unit on the values and dispositions of our
students, using the framework described earlier. 

Conclusion
The Development Education Association said in 2000

‘Global perspectives and sustainable development should
be at the heart of all educational and training provision.’
(DEA 2000)

We are still a long way from making this a reality but I am
convinced that if we ensure that we select new teachers whose
values make them predisposed to sustainable development
education and then, in training, provide the right opportunities
for them to reflect on and further develop their values, we will
be moving in the right direction.
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Figure 2: The central questions for the
core unit Equality, Inclusion and
Citizenship
i. How do we understand the purpose of education? What

different purposes might education serve – economic
competitiveness in the world market, effective citizenship at
national and global levels, the personal and social
development of young people?

Are these different approaches to educational purpose
compatible?

How do current educational policies and practices reflect
educational purpose?

ii. How do we best educate pupils for the future? What kind of
future national and global society do we predict and/ or
want? What knowledge, skills and attitudes will young people
need in the future? How can education foster the development
of these attributes?

iii. How can schools best educate for citizenship and for a more
sustainable world?

iv. What role does/ should education play in promoting equality
and social justice? 

v. What do we mean when we talk about valuing diversity?

vi. What do we mean by social inclusion? What is a socially
inclusive school?

vii. What kinds of teaching and learning styles best promote
diversity and equality and enable children to become
independent, life long learners?

viii. Why are the experiences and voices of young people
important in education? What structures and practices in
schools best enable teachers to take the experiences and
views of their pupils seriously?

ix. Are there professional and social values to which teachers
should subscribe? What is the impact of these values on
children’s learning and achievement?


